This document serves as a summary of the UC Berkeley Script Encoding Initiative’s recent activities. The Script Encoding Initiative was established to help scholars and user communities get eligible unencoded characters and scripts proposed for inclusion in the UCS/Unicode, and to ensure that current proposals are reviewed by specialists. SEI focuses on unencoded modern minority scripts and historic scripts. SEI welcomes working with user communities and national bodies on script proposals, and email inquiries (dwanders@berkeley.edu).

Proposals or documents that have been submitted to WG2 since the last meeting in October 2010 and have involved SEI assistance include:

- Afaka (Everson) [N3972]
- Balti 'B' (Pandey) [N4016]
- Caucasian Albanian (Everson and Gippert) [N4039]
- Elbasan (Everson and Elsie) [N3985]
- Gangga Malayu (Pandey) [N3959]
- Jenticha (Pandey) [N3962]
- Kambu Rai (Pandey) [N4018]
- Khema Tamu Phri [Gurung] (Pandey) [N4019]
- Khojki (Panday) [N3978]
- Kirat Rai (Pandey) [N4037]
- Khudawadi (Pandey) [N3979] (earlier name: “Sindhi”)
- Linear A (Everson and Younger) [N3973]
- Magar Akkha (Pandey) [N4036]
- Manichaean (Everson, Durkin-Meisterernst, Pournader, and Afshar) [N4029]
- Modi (Pandey) [N4034]
- Mongolian Square Script (Pandey) [N4041] (earlier name: “Xawtaa Dorboljin”)
- Multani (Pandey) [N4027]
- Nabataean (Everson) [N3969]
- Old Italic (Little) [N4046]
- Pau Cin Hau Alphabet (Pandey) [N4017]
- Pau Cin Hau Logographs (Pandey) [N3961]
- Prachalit Nepal (Pandey) [N4038]
- Psalter Pahlavi (Everson and Pournader) [N4040]
- Soyombo (Pandey) [N4026]
- Tikamuli (Pandey) [N3963]
The following script are in the preliminary stage or are still undergoing research and not yet ready for approval:

- Anatolian Hieroglyphs (Everson) [N3236]
- Book Pahlavi (Everson, Pournader, and Durkin-Meisterernst) [N3294]
- Dvihes Akuru script (Pandey) [N3848]
- Duployan (Anderson) [N3895]
- Gondi (Pandey) [N3841]
- Hungarian Runic
- Kpelle (Everson and Riley) [N3762]
- Landa (Pandey) [N3768]
- Loma (Everson) [N3756]
- Mahajani (Pandey) [N3930]
- Mende (Everson) [N3863]
- Old Albanian alphabets (Everson)
- Pahawh Hmong (Everson) [N3667]
- Pyu (Pandey) [N3874]
- Rañjana (Everson) [N3649]
- Tani Lipi (Pandey) [N3823]
- Tolong Siki (Pandey) [N3811]
- Warang Citi (Everson) [N3668]
- Zou (Pandey) [N3864]

Proposals for unencoded Greek papyrological signs, Byzantine Greek symbols and a few Sumero-Akkadian additions are being discussed. A proposal for the Palaeohispanic ("Iberian") script is also underway, as is work on Early Dynastic cuneiform.

The Project Leader, Deborah Anderson, has received funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities and support from Google to cover work through 2011, and some additional support to continue on beyond 2011.